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A new set of equations appropriate for the study of the turbulence, due to the ion temperature 
gradient in the slab in the fluid description, is proposed. This model is similar to many existing 
models including the one used in the work of Hamaguchi and Horton (HH) [S. Hamaguchi and 
W. Horton, Phys. Fluids B 2, 1834 (1990)]. The main difference is that in this model the ion 
diamagnetic drift contributes to the kinetic energy in the energy balance relation. It is achieved 
through more complete analysis for the polarization drift due to the finite-Larmor-radius effects. 
The linear growth rate in the model is found to be smaller and the numerical results show that 
the heat transport is smaller by an order of magnitude when compared to HH. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we derive a new set of fluid equations in 
order to study the transport due to the ion temperature 
gradient (qi). The importance of the study of the rli tur- 
bulence was raised through the observations in the exper- 
iments that better ion confinement is achieved with more 
peaked density profiles (smaller ?Ji).1*2 Many works, 
theoretica13-to as well as experimental,“,t2 have been de- 
voted to solving the energy transport due to the rli modes. 
Among them, many models4+5~8**0 are based on the fluid 
equations. Recently, however, there is evidence that the 
nonlinear saturation levels indicated by the fluid models 
appear to be much larger (by at least an order of magni- 
tude) than the levels predicted by the more sophisticated 
particle simulations.‘3 It is generally believed that the lack 
of the ion Landau damping in the conventional fluid model 
contributes to the overestimate of the transport-the linear 
study shows that the phase velocity of the mode is compa- 
rable to the ion thermal speed, which indicates that the 
Landau damping is actually important. In an effort to 
bring the saturation level down, recent fluid models incor- 
porate the approximated Landau damping term into the 
equations.14 
It appears to us, however, that just including the 
damping effects into the system may not be enough for the 
saturation to reach the reduced levels that the particle sim- 
ulations suggest. This is because the treatment of the finite- 
Larmor-radius effects through the ion polarization drift vp 
is far from complete in the existing models. Typically, in 
the derivation of v,, in Ref. 15, the ion temperature is set to 
be constant, not fluctuating. Due to this assumption one 
encounters the difficulty in working out the energy conser- 
vation property-namely, if one includes the compression 
V*v, due to the polarization drift in the heat equation as 
well as in the continuity equation, one finds it difficult to 
work out the usual form of the conservation laws. In order 
to avoid these untoward points, most models either com- 
pletely neglect V l vp in the heat equation or include only 
part of V l V~ Consequently, although the ion diamagnetic 
drift vd is assumed to be of the same order of magnitude as 
vE, the EXB drift, the diamagnetic drift does not contrib- 
ute to the kinetic energy in the conservation law. (In Ref. 
16, it is pointed out that the expression of the kinetic en- 
ergy for the perpendicular velocity, diamagnetic as well as 
EXB, is obtained through the ion polarization drift.) 
In this paper, rather than attempting to include the 
Landau damping effects, we try to put the diamagnetic 
drift on the equal footing as the EXB drift. This may be 
achieved through more careful treatment of the compres- 
sion term V l vp: For now, suffice it to say that while other 
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in this model we have 
Here, o, is the ion gyrofrequency and 6 is the unit vector 
along the magnetic field. In proper units, one can rewrite 
V’vp=- ( -gv: cp+V* [6*(vtpoT)q?] 1 
and 
v-VP=- ( &v: ~+v-[6-(vpxvv,$] 1 , 
respectively, where we define $A cp+ rp and r& TBT,. 
After we derive the model equations, we compare the 
characteristics of the linear stability with those in Ref. 4. 
The result of the comparison is favorable: The linear 
growth rate y is much smaller and y exhibits a nice feature 
of peaking at k,,ps < 1. Then, for the study of the heat 
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transport, we solve the model numerically and compare the 
results with Ref. 4. The saturation levels are found to be an 
order of magnitude lower than those in Ref. 4, which is 
consistent with the linear results. In Sec. II, we briefly 
introduce the model and we compare the results of the 
linear study with the work of Hamaguchi and Horton 
(HH)4 in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we present the result of the 
numerical simulation of one parameter set and compare 
with HH and in Sec. V, we conclude the work. In the 
Appendix, the detailed derivation of the model is de- 
scribed. 
II. MODEL EQUATIONS 
Here, we introduce the equations for the perturbations 
in dimensionless forms from Eqs. (AlO), (A12), and 
(A14) in the Appendix. Detailed derivations of the model 
are described in the Appendix. The units that we use are 
p+vJco, for th e perpendicular spatial scale, density- 
gradient length L, for the parallel spatial scale, 
v+ ( T&n ) 1’2 for the velocity, ts~ L,/v, for the time, the 
equilibrium ion temperature Ti for the temperature, TJe 
for the electric potential, and the equilibrium particle den- 
sity no for the density. Here, -e is the charge of the elec- 
tron. Also, the size of the perturbation is normalized by the 
expansion parameter (pJL,). For example, the electric 
potential q’ = ( ps/LJ ( T~‘e)rp, where q is the dimension- 
less potential. The perturbations are denoted without any 
accent symbols-for example, p stands for the pressure 
perturbation. 
In dimensionless forms, the continuity equation (A 10) 
becomes 
& (P-V2 4) +$tv,, q --vl .C@Vl T&3 
-l-p1 v: q=o, (1) 
where 7~ T/T, and { f ,g],+i l (VfxVg), the parallel 
momentum equation (A12) reduces to 
$+v,, $+@q 3m-Vl v2 q -q q q =o, (2) 
where @+~+p, and the pressure equation (A14) changes 
to 
-a0 & (p--7l3.2) +9-K ;i;+c@(P-dwh?-xl P: P 
-XII q P=oY (3) 
where R+K-I’, KGT~+ 1, and J? is the adiabatic gas 
constant. We assume the electrons are adiabatic and en- 
force the quasilinearity condition n=rp. The nonadiabatic 
response of the electrons are not considered in the present 
paper and left as a future work. We include the classical 
dissipations due to the particle collisions with the coetli- 
cients p, , ~1. , q , XL , and XII - The perpendicular dissi- 
pative terms are obtained through the collitonal stress ten- 
sor of the Braginskii equations.17 The coefficients 
normalized in terms of the present units are given by 
p1 --d/4, Vl = (3/10)76, Xl =6 where 
Ss(yj/wci) (LJp,) and vi is the ion collisional 
frequency. ” In the weakly collisional limit S( 1. For the 
parallel diffusion coefficients, ~11 and ~11 are chosen to 
heuristically model the ion Landau damping as in Ref. 18 
and they are quantities of order 1. 
For the purpose of comparison, we write down the HH 
model: for the continuity equation, 
&q-v: qd+(l+m2,) g+v,,q --VI 'Cq&Vlcp~PB 
+ru1 v4 q=o, (4) 
Eq. (2) for the parallel momentum, and for the pressure, 
ap 
at +7K$-ml, uII ++P,P~-,Y~ vl P-XII vi p=o. 
(5) 
The differences between Eqs. ( 1) and (3) and (4) and (5) 
are attributed to the treatments of the ion polarization 
drift. HH also neglected V * vP in Eq. (5). 
It is useful to work out the energy balance for the 
perturbations: it can be done by multiplying Eqs. ( 1) , (2)) 
and (3) with p, vII , and p/d’, respectively, and by adding 
the resulting equations. Then, one obtains 
$=-(F)(pz)+(dissipations), 
where g is the total energy density, 
%=%p +2 IV(q+p> 12+f$++g. 
1, 1 
(6) 
One notices that the perpendicular kinetic energy density 
[second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6)] represents 
both the EXB and the diamagnetic drift. In contrast, for 




counting only the EXB drift. 
III. LINEAR STUDY 
We, now, study the linear stability of the rli modes. For 
the purpose of comparison to other works and for simplic- 
ity, we drop out the dissipative terms for the linear analy- 
sis. We begin by Fourier transforming in the y direction 
and time and by setting VII = (sx)d/ay. From Eqs. (l>- 
(3), one obtains the eigenvalue equation 






In Eq. (8), s is the shear parameter s= L/L, and x de- 
notes the distance from the rational surface. Here, w is 
normalized to be the phase velocity in the y direction. 
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(Frequency divided by ky.) One can show that Eq. (8) 
reduces to JZq. (2) of Ref. 7 in the limit of r=O. 
Since Eq. (8) is of the type of the Weber equation,lg 
one finds the relation 
Growth Rate 
0.6 
ec~,~&w,) =i(h+ lW0, , 
which leads to the quadratic equation of o,, and one solves 
for 0, as 
/ -\ -e-n=0 (HH) 
I‘ 
--,- 
a- -ci -n=O (K) 
: 
c 
- 0 -n=l (HH) 
I 
/ 







1 kr 2 
Y s 
In order to find the critical value ??ic of rli, we compute the 
imaginary part of AA’2: For w, to be positive, i.e., unstable 
mode, it is required from Eq. (9) that the condition 
Im( AL’“) > yC (10) 
be satisfied, where ~+S,( 1 + rT). By expressing A/,‘” as 
A,!,‘” = a + ib, 
FIG. 1. The linear growth rates of HH and the present work for the first 
two radial modes: For HH, the solid curve ( 0) and the short dashed 
curve (0) are for the modes with the two lowest mode numbers. (In the 
text, they should correspond to n= 1 and 2, respectively.) For the present 
model, the long dashed curve (empty square) and the dotted curve (full 
square) represent the first two radial modes. In the text, r,=p, The 
parameters are r=5/3, q,=2.48, s=O.O9, and f= 1.47. 
one finds 
An= (a2-b2) +z2ab. 
From Eq. (9) one obtains where 
a2-b2= (1 -&?P$>*-rf, 
ab=--S,{(l+r~)+&[2+(1+r7-)k2y]). 
Then, b2 is the root of the equation 
Q’=-,+ SK , 
( ) 
It is useful to transform Eq. ( 12) to the standard form of 
the spheroidal wave equation.‘9’20 This can be done by 
transforming x’ = ( I’T) %X and 9 = ,/T. Then, up 
to the leading order, one finds that w, satisfies 
4sPni-vnfn I (13) 
If we denote b. as the value of b where the minimum of the 
functionfoccurs, i.e., bi= -f[( 1 --~i?$)~--y$], one finds 
that 
+b;=f[ (1 -&$)2+& >O. (11) 
Thus, for the condition ( 10) to be satisfied one must have 
f(d) ~0. Since it is clear that 
Mode Frequency 
f(~)/s2,=-4r(1+K)[i+(i+r)~]~ 
one finds qic= I’- 1. 
We compute the mode frequencies and the linear 
growth rates for the first two lowest-order modes n=O, 1. 
The parameters are I’=5/3, vi=2.48, s=O.O9, and 
T= 1.47. The results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The 
growth rates fl peak at kY < 1. The mode is propagating in 
the direction of the ion diamagnetic drift and for large ky 
the mode frequency is about the order of the diamagnetic 
drift frequency. 
-1 - -. 
-c4 
--\. 
The results of the linear study are compared to HH. 
From Eqs. (4)) (2)) and (5)) HH obtain the eigenvalue 
equation [Eq. (19) in Ref. 41 in our notation, 
-3 1 
0 





FIG. 2. The mode frequencies of HH and the present work for the first 
two radial modes: For the symbols and the parameters, see Fig. 1. 
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Equation ( 13) is correct when f,< B ( 1). The cubic equa- 
tion (13) is solved for two lowest-order modes n = 1, 2 
with the same parameters. The real frequencies and the 
linear growth rates p are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The 
maximum growth rate of HH is about three times larger 
than the maximum of the present model and $“‘r remains 
finite for large ky However, this large-kY tail decays with 
the inclusion of the collisional dissipation. Unlike the case 
with the present model, the mode propagates in the direc- 
tion of the electron diamagnetic drift. 
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 
In this section, results of the numerical simulations of 
the set of equations ( l)-( 3) are presented and discussed. 
The basic structure of the numerical code for the 
present simulation is the same as the one used in Ref. 4, 
which is also a modification of the code developed by Park 
and co-workers.21*22 With given initial conditions the de- 
pendent variables are integrated forward through the 
predictor-corrector method. The boundary conditions are 
set so that the perturbations are periodic in y and z direc- 
tions and vanish far away from the rational surfaces. Thus, 
one assumes the perturbations as a Fourier sum of the 
modes traveling along y and z directions and localized in 
the direction perpendicular to the rational surfaces which 
lie in the y-z plane. For the simulation, the domain is taken 
such that - L,<x< L, O<y< Ly and O<z< L, and L,=40, 
Ly= 10~, and L,=l.5~. The boundary condition is forced 
so that the perturbations vanish at x= =I= L,. Correspond- 
ingly, the smallest wave numbers are ( k,,ps)min=0.2 and 
(k L 9 . -0.27. z n mm As for the number of modes, various 
numbers of modes are considered and the typical modes 
used for the data are O<m(7 and -2<n<2, where 
rn& k,L,J2r and n G= kzL/2r. The typical values of m and 
n are chosen such that the inclusion of more modes does 
not change the result considerably. Since the rational sur- 
face of the (m,n) mode locates at x= ( L,,JsL,) (n/m), 
with the shear parameter s=O. 1 there are two rational sur- 
faces farthest away from x = 0 located at x = f 27p, and 21 
other rational surfaces in between. Consequently, many 
modes are overlapped around x=0. Practically, Lx=40 is 
chosen so that the mode (m=2,n) vanishes smoothly at 
x= & L,. The number of evenly spaced mesh points is 600 
and the other parameters used for the simulation are ni=2, 
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FIG. 3. The comparison of the evolution of the anomalous heat flux Q 
and the energy density E between the present model (K) and HH. The 
parameters are vj=2, s=O.l, ~=l, r=2, /.cL =,YL =VL =O.Ol, and 
xl, = q = 1.0. The units are ( pJLn2) (cTJeB) for Q and L,/( T,JmJ “2 
for the time. 
xl1 =VII = 1.0. It is noted from the run that a different 
choice of small diffusion parameters ,LJ~ , xl , and yl does 
not change the overall result. 
With the above parameters and the same initial condi- 
tions, the numerical simulations are performed for two 
models, the present one and HH. Both cases are found to 
saturate in time although HH reaches the saturation faster 
than the present model. The mode width in x and y are 
found to be about two to three times ps. At the saturation, 
the volume-averaged anomalous heat, flux Q~@<pv,) 
= (p&p/ay) and the energy density 8 are computed for 
both cases. It is found that the present model predicts the 
saturation levels of both the total energy density and the 
heat flux about an order of magnitude smaller than HH. 
The results are shown in Fig. 3. In this run, the back- 
ground ion pressure gradient is kept constant for both 
cases in order that the saturation is achieved due to the 
turbulence rather than due to the quasilinear flattening. 
The corresponding thermal diffusivity Xi is computed as 
follows: 
;~i= 0 ( ) -P;o red units 
=( ;:yg di,,,i,,,,,x~ t2 * 
For the present model, from Fig. 3 the dimensionless value 
may) = 1 [Q(K) in the figure] and ?li=2, one obtains 
&0.3(p/Ln9 (cTJeB9 
and, for the HH model, the dimensionless value 
web4 z 10 [Q(HH) in the figure] 
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XHH~3.0(pJLn) (cT/eB), 
which is ten times higher than ,& 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
A new fluid model is proposed for the turbulence due 
to the ion-temperature gradient. In many respects this 
model is similar to many existing models. Yet, it encom- 
passes more complete treatment of the ion polarization 
drift which plays a significant role in developing the insta- 
bility. Linear study shows that the growth rate for the 
instability is not so large as other models suggest and con- 
sequently the nonlinear saturation is achieved at relatively 
lower level, about an order of magnitude lower than that of 
the model HH considered. Specifically, with typical exper- 
imental parameters, the new model predicts the thermal 
diffusivity xizOs3(pJLn)(cTJeB) and HH leads to a 
value about ten times higher. Thus, the present model 
serves as a better possible alternative to the more compli- 
cated particle simulations which suggest that the actual 
transport due to the ion-temperature gradient be at least an 
order of magnitude lower than the results of the existing 
fluid models. 
Although the model has good features, it needs to be 
improved in order to be a more realistic model. One needs 
to include the Landau damping more physically in the 
model. Heuristically, the Landau damping is present as the 
terms represented by ~11 and ~11 in the model. One may do 
better by following the recent works of Hammett,i4 for 
example. Also, one needs to investigate the effect of the 
anisotropic nature of the plasma and needs to extend the 
model to the toroidal geometry. 
After this work was completed, it was brought to our 
attention that the similar equation for the polarization drift 
was worked out by Chang.23 
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APPENDIX: DERIVATIONS OF THE MODEL 
Here, we derive the model equations suitable for the 
transport study at the spatial scale of the ion gyroradius 
and at the temporal scale of the time for the ions to move 
a distance of the density gradient length L, along the mag- 
netic field. This has been achieved in many previous works 
through the perturbation expansion of the perpendicular 
velocity in terms of such small parameters as E= p/L,, 
[w,( d/at)]-‘. We define the gyrofrequency 0,~ (qB/mc). 
For the sake of the ordering, it is assumed that the relative 
sizes of the spatial and the time scales for the perturbations 
to those of the equilibrium quantities are E. Also, the rel- 
ative size of the perturbation to the equilibrium quantity is 
of the order of E. 
From ‘the perpendicular momentum equation, one can 
obtain the balance of the leading-order forces: 
nq( E+;XB) -vp-v*nf,o, (Al9 
where llf is the collisionless viscosity tensor due to the 
finite-Larmor-radius effects. If the magnetic drifts are ne- 
glected, the divergence of the tensor is 
v.nf=v. [ (&)vI (W] 
+ ?I ii ) ; [2V,, (6X+-VX”] I 
--(6[V($q)(~Yl +q) 
-i[6* [v(;)xv,, VI). C-429 
Up to the two leading orders, one can simplify Eq. (A2) to 
v-nf~v*nq+v*n{, (A3) 
and 
where the underlined terms in Eq. (A2) ,are neglected be- 
cause (VL I)IVli 1 and (VXv), z--bXVu,,. In Eq, 
(A3), the first term on the right-hand side is the leading- 
order term and vd& (c/nqB)bXVp is the diamagnetic 
drift. Then, one finds the dominant perpendicular velocity 
Vl=: B 0 c EXijO+vd+ 
=vE+v,&p2v: VI . 
Hence, 
(1 +;p2v: 9Vl =VE+Vd. 
If 1 p2Vf 1 < 1, then 
Vl FTv:‘)+vf, 
where 
(1) Vl AvE+vd, 
(A49 
(1) VfA (1 --Jp%$ )YI . 
In the following, we will include vf only in the expression 
of V l v of the continuity equation and the pressure equa- 
tion because the order of the term V l v becomes higher as 
V*vE=V* (nvd) =0 in the slab. 
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1. Divergence of the polarization drift 
As the term V l v in the continuity equation is of higher 
order, one needs to consider the higher-order velocity 
rather than the EXB and the diamagnetic drifts, which is 
the polarization drift vP, 
and is the result of the finite-Larmor-radius effects. 
After doing a little algebra and by using the identity 
A A 
vx ( ; b,*vp)=+v(v~~vp)+ -& (vpVp)vg, ( ) 




-i z+V* (nv.d vd+ ( 
VP 




~tsp~l) l v ,  
$;,,.v=;+ ; {q-h * )PB, 0 
(f&+i* (Vf XVg). 
The underlined terms in Eq. (A5) are smaller than the first 
term on the right-hand side by an order of magnitude and 
can be neglected. In most previous works, the first term on 
the right-hand side in Eq. (A5) is set to be zero, which is 
certainly not quite consistent with the heat equation. It 
turns out later that this term leads to the inclusion of the 
diamagnetic drift in the kinetic energy density. 
By combining Eqs. (A3) and (A5), one obtains 
n 
o”p mn %+(V*II/), L:~XV X-V, [ (&)L (VW] 
+ $ h-1 (VII q > 
i ) 
+6xv[ (&)w I]. (Aa 
Upon dropping the underlined terms in Eq. (A6) because 
they are small if 1 p2V: 1 < 1, one obtains .A 
v- ;x g+; (VIP), 1 ( )]=(&)vf (;$- 
(A71 
Following, similar steps for the EXB drift, one finds that 
v(~x~)=-(-f-&h 
+(;)v* [ (,+;)JL Pipj (A*) 
and upon adding Eqs. (A8) and (A7 1 , 
vv-(-&)[&v: (v+&) 
+(;)v* [Ml (q+$) 
PB I* (A9) 
Again, in the previous derivations, the divergence of the 
polarization drift is the right-hand side of Eq. (A8) be- 
cause the right-hand side of Eq. (A7) vanishes. 
2. Fluid equations 
Upon including the polarization drift, the continuity 
equation becomes 
dn 
z-l-vE*Vn+nV* (v,+vf+q i> =O. (A101 
Now, we show that the convective derivative term 
vd’ Vvll in the parallel momentum equation is canceled out 
by the finite-Larmor-radius viscosity tensor: from Eq. 
(AZ), 
(V- IIf),, =-VII [ (~)ibvxv!“]-i* [v($xvu,, ] 
;s* lV(&)XVl, v:q, 
- 
---(s)(:)Vlj Vf (p+$)-mnvd*Vq , 
(All) 
where the underlined term is neglected because it has a 
gradient of (p/o,). The first term in Eq. (A 11) can also be 
neglected in the case when 1 p2Vf 1 < 1. Thus, the equation 
for the parallel momentum becomes 
mn(&+v,8)ull =-VII (nqp,+p). (A121 
As for the heat equation, we replace the V l v term with 
the continuity equation: 
v*vzv* (v:l)+v,+v,, ), 
=v* (vE+vp+vI\ I++ (PVd), 
i =-- 
( 
~+(v,fv,fq 1 l Vn +f V* hvd) 
1 
1 
+p v  l (p-d) I  
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since IvEI>IvPl, IV, I%IVII I, and VW(nvd)=O in the 
slab, 
= -5 g+v,.Vn) +t V. (pvJ, (-413) 
and the last term V l (pvd) will be canceled out in the pres- 
sure equation due to the finite-Larmor-radius heat flux. It 
is important to notice that by using the continuity equation 
in the place of V l v one includes the polarization drift con- 
sistently in the pressure equation while the previous works 
do not consider the polarization drift in the equation. One 
is, thus, led to the equation for the pressure 
(A14) 
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